
ECOMMERCE INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

The e-commerce market has changed the way business is transacted, whether in retail or business-to-business, locally
or globally. One of the largest segments of e-commerce is the online retail sector, which is dominated by the sale of
consumer electronics, apparel and accessories.

Google thus capitalizes on its ecosystem which involves search, ads, maps, reviews and payment. UPS
estimated it would be handling 1 million returns a day in January  Growth Marketing Manager, HubSpot You
always have to think about finding the edge where you can compete and others will struggle. The tax-free
party is over for both merchants and consumers, who will have to deal with regional sales taxes in , no matter
where the merchant has a physical presence. From sustainability to excessive packaging, consumers are
rewarding merchants who resonate with their value system. Amazon Amazon is making an AI-based real-time
product recommendations engine available to merchants who use the AWS console. Data via Content
Marketing Institute and Beackon What makes the difference in connecting content and commerce? Online
outfits are rolling out this segment of their business by developing their websites, boosting stock availability
and elaborating their distribution networks. Start-ups such as Snapdeal, Flipkart, Lenskart, Jabong and Myntra,
to name a few, have revolutionized the e-commerce scenario in India, inspiring other brands to dive into the
online competition. Building an online business may not require a big ad budget that comes later , but it does
benefit from thousands of passionate fans giving you validation on product ideas and providing valuable
audience and demographic data. It happens when brands deliver. Mobile advertising spending was up 81
percent during , and is dominated by Google and Facebook along with their peer companies. Ecommerce as a
whole has already shifted away from the West and will continue to do so: Data and sources within The
Enterprise Guide to Global Ecommerce Once known for sourcing and manufacturing, tapping into China and
the larger APAC market is now a frontline strategy. These are just a few of the numerous examples of retailers
leveraging social media to engage customers. Market Outlook The global e-commerce market is set to
continue showing strong growth due to the convenience factor. So, the focus has shifted from products to
developing customer relationships and brand associations. In the digital marketing world, blog content and
SEO are commonplace. The handbook also examines Now, the Internet is a global marketplace, affording
even the smallest retailer a national -- if not a global -- presence. Wisdom resides in testing new features, but
beware the hype-circle that inevitably accompanies them. Both Millennials and Gen Z spend the majority of
their shopping dollars on products they find on Instagram and Snapchat. Direct and meaningful connections to
customers that include but extend far beyond mere products. Of course, those stores must be social media
primed and culturally plugged in, with a few technological surprises around each corner. The new cross border
sales tax laws will drive customers to take extra time to find the cheapest price online. Coverage insures
buyers against natural disasters, government regulation, pandemics, strikes and other events that cause them to
lose Instead, find creative workarounds and trusted partners. As of August , the government is working on the
second draft of e-commerce policy, incorporating inputs from various industry stakeholders. Businesses of all
sized start to realize eCommerce enterprise-level stores, features, and tools is more accessible than they
thought. Biggest contributors to e-commerce revenue have been the regions of Europe, America and Russia.
According to the U. Owning their customer relationships, DNVBs run on value â€” elevating people and
products over price and place. Gen X aged , Millennials aged , and Gen Z aged , however, have a more
collaborative view. Shane Barker, Digital Strategist, Shane Barker Consulting If I was starting an online
business today, my focus would be on connecting with consumers through multiple digital touch-points and
delivering a consistent brand experience. Digital Advertising Advertisers are spending record amounts on
digital advertising, including dominant brands that have partnered with e-commerce sites and outside logistics
companies to expand online sales, to expand internationally, and to deliver products directly to consumers. Let
go of the expectation that customers want everything in one seamless and buzzword-driven experience. For
promotions, target qualified audiences who interacted with engagement campaigns or existing customers.


